
A
Predicate-Nominatives

Circle the predicate nominative in each of the sentences.

Name: Date:
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Today is Tuesday.( 1 )

The bathroom smells like rotten

socks!

( 2 )

The password is the word “pencil.”( 3 )

Next Tuesday will be Christmas.( 4 )

This backpack weighs a ton!( 5 )

Next month will be February.( 6 )

This tower is a wooden structure.( 7 )

My cup is the green one.( 8 )

This spreadsheet row is your final

grade.

( 9 )

The car that just blew past us was

a Ferrari.

(10)

Don’t drink the milk because it

looks spoiled.

(11)

Kayla was a great artist in high
school.

(12)

Her plane was a Airbus 380.(13)

This computer is a Macintosh.(14)

This ring is made of pure gold.(15)

My first car was a Jeep.(16)

The horror movie was a real

scream.

(17)

My best friend is Michelle.(18)

The ring is a magical artifact.(19)

The building Danielle lives in is

similar to a Brownstone.

(20)

This dog is a beautiful Collie.(21)

Our desination is Rome.(22)

My bed will be the bottom bunk.(23)

Brian was class president last year.(24)

Rebecca is not a trustworthy

borrower.

(25)

This tie feels just like silk.(26)

These jeans fit just like Levis 501's.(27)

This area is known as Lincoln Park.(28)

The milkshake tastes like chocolate

ice cream.

(29)
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